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The 15th Edition of H.J. deBlij and Peter Muller's Geography: Realms, Regions, and Concepts has

been expanded and enhanced upon previous editions. This carefully crafted text by one of the most

traveled, knowledgeable and authoritative geography authors, H.J. deBlij provides a comprehensive

understanding about the world with a long history of on authoritative content, outstanding

cartography, currency, and comprehensive coverage, in a technology-rich package. A new online

World Regional Geography program is one of many new strong and effective technologies included.

 New Organization! Chapters are now divided into A/B sections. Within each chapter, Part A,

Defining the Realm, examines developments that unfold across the entire realm or major parts of it.

In Part B, Regions of the Realm, the authors explore the regions within the realms to view

developments at a finer resolution and examine the role of individual states and national cultures.

New and updated content incorporated into the narrative of every chapter. Chapters 8A and 8B

(South Asia), for example, now discusses recent developments in the cultural and religious conflict

between Pakistan and India, as well as a more detailed discussion of economic growth and effects

of globalization in South Asia. New â€œVoice From the Regionâ€• feature, in every chapter. Each

essay showcases the local perspective of an individual who resides in the realm. Many new

photographs and field notes, taken by co-author Jan Nijman while doing fieldwork. New BBC videos,

which can be used as lecture-launchers in class
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Great book for general overview of world geography. The authors have included adequate historical

and social background without delving into minutiae - a delicate balancing act many are unable to

do.

Immediate download for rental. Had highlight & bookmark capabilities. This is a great option for

students who don't want to buy an expensive book & you can select the end date, which is great!

This book has been one of the easiest textbooks to read. The nature of my class requires me to

read the material ahead of time to be able to good on the quiz's, tests, etc. Overall well written, easy

to read and came in great condition.

My son has started college and his textbook for a summer class is $150 in the college store. So I

looked on  and found it used for $28 which I bought. But we got my son a Windows 8 tablet last Fall

and saw that the book was available for rental on Kindle which includes Kindle for PC for only $30.

So I thought we would get both and he could decide which one he prefered before we had to buy a

lot of books for the Fall semester. So he went to download the book and got an error "Not available

on Windows 8". So what, are there different formats of Kindle books for different versions of

Windows?So why did I put 3 stars? Because it comes with a 7 day free trial and I can cancel the

transaction and not lose my money.Really, I would rather have the book on Kindle - why can't you

download it for Windows 8? This makes no sense.

I got this book for school education so like any educational book, they are ok. Parts are boring and

others are intruiging. Very informative; I prefer getting my school books through  for the reaon they

are reliable. I have purchased many others and this is another to add to the bookshelf.

Book was very interesting, possibly one of the best textbooks I've ever purchased (and I've

purchased a lot!). I almost wish that I hadn't rented it, because it's a book I wouldn't mind keeping

on my shelf.Advice to people considering the Kindle version:If you like reading e-books, great! Go

for it!If you don't like reading e-books, or even reading anything of great length on a

computer/tablet/phone, go for the hard copy. I am a lover of hard copy books, and I bought the

Kindle version because I'm cheap. I wished over and over again that I hadn't gone that route. The

book constantly refers to maps and graphs that are on different pages and it's a pain to flip back and



forth (it will also refer to charts on the inside covers of the books...I didn't even bother). Plus, who

doesn't love the smell of a new book? (Well, I guess those of us who like the smell of money

better...)

The above textbook explains geography unlike it has ever been explained to me. The textbook also

has a website to help the students study for tests. It is a good book for the geography class I

needed it for!

I will enjoy this book even after my class is complete. I have caught my son and husband reading

over my shoulder. At first I rented it but I decided to buy.
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